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BACKGROUND

• The Covid-19 pandemic - impact on global supply chains. 

• Impact on global supply chains - disruption in the manufacture and 
supply of a broad range of goods.

• South Africa lockdown. 

• South Africa’s borders are closed to the movement of people but 
the movement of cargo is still taking place

• Risk, cost and pressure to the supply chain.



IMPACT ON SALES

• Most of the South African economy has been shut down.

• A great number of workers have been removed from their
employers’ payroll entirely, or are being paid a proportion of their
former normal income.

• These consumers have reduced or no income

• Shelves of essential goods in retail stores are fully stocked but many
consumers just do not have money to buy these goods and thus
retailers are experiencing a decrease in sales revenue!



IMPACT ON CASH FLOW

• The retail grocery and essential good traders operate on low margins 
and use credit from their suppliers to maintain their cash flow. 

• They trade in a range of products ‘essential’ and ‘non-essential’ under 
SA lockdown regulations. 

• Many of these ‘non-essential’ consumer products are sold at higher 
prices and better margins.

• Sales revenue is down but traders need to pay their fixed costs.

• Traders are formally or informally renegotiating payment terms. 

• The impact of this on the supply chain of FMCGs is significant – lower 
sales volumes and reduced profitability. 



FINDINGS FROM PRELIMINARY DISCUSSIONS

• Reduction in revenue and profitability

• Negative impact on cash flows. 

• The supply chain of the FMCG industry has further been impacted by 
the Covid-19 pandemic through additional containment and 
unplanned management costs, which include:



ADDITIONAL COSTS

• Pandemic planning expenses.

• Expenditures to move staff to and fro work.

• Production delays due to supply chain interruption.

• Screening of staff and the supply of PPE. 



CONCLUSION

• The ripple effects of this challenging economic situation will be 
reduced profitability and lower cash flow, even after the outbreak is 
contained. 

• Increase in food prices

• Economic adjustments globally post COVID-19 will be challenging.

• Social distancing measures will continue until a safe and effective 
vaccine is discovered and universally distributed.
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